CONSULTING SERVICES
Fraud Prevention Strategy And Operations

DELIVERING ACTIONABLE INSIGHT
As organizations face new risks from evolving market conditions, new products and
technologies, and fast-spreading fraud threats, they struggle to create effective,
appropriate and measurable financial crime and fraud prevention strategies and
operations while maximizing existing systems and team resources.

NICE Actimize Fraud Consulting Services provide expert guidance, insight and
knowledge to advise financial organizations on their fraud strategy and operational
fraud management processes. Through a rich variety of fraud prevention consulting
services, NICE Actimize helps organizations to meet their challenges, maximize
technology investments, and identify and mitigate existing vulnerabilities.
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Optimize the detection performance
of your fraud prevention solutions.
Be ready and prepared to cope with
new challenges experienced by your
business from constantly changing
fraud threats and attacks.

Align strategic planning, fraud objectives
and staff utilization. Base your team’s
targets on effective advice on fraud
technology and process optimization.

Enhance your fraud strategies to
minimize disruption to your customers
and increase their confidence in your
fraud protection capabilities.

ACHIEVE BUSINESS
GOALS

COMPLY WITH FRAUD MODEL
ANALYTICS REGULATIONS

Create a measurable fraud prevention strategy aligned
to evolving risk and fraud environments. Ensure that your
fraud management organization supports new business
opportunities from either organic or M&A growth, through
effective fraud protection of all of your products.

Ensure your organization is operating within relevant regulatory
guidelines across all regions. Actimize modelling experts
understand the evolving global regulatory environment and can
provide the effective advice and guidance that your business
needs.

CONSULTING SERVICE OFFERINGS
STRATEGIC GUIDANCE
NICE Actimize Fraud Consulting connects an organization’s
business, customer vision and strategy with the appropriate
operational and solution plan. Guidance can include the
establishment of fraud programs through to the identification
of best practices in combating and minimizing fraud risk.

BUILDING A BUSINESS CASE AND
IDENTIFYING REQUIREMENTS
Identify your fraud management needs, how these affect
the business workflow in your payments environment, and
how existing technology can be used to mitigate such risks.
Actimize can build a solid business case for your emerging
fraud initiative, based on first class business requirements
and advice.

BUSINESS OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Teams and processes need periodic reviews to ensure they
remain successful despite ever-changing fraud environments
and operational challenges. Managers need guidance in
best practices, as well as dependable business reports and
reliable data on detection efficiency, staff performance and
current threats.

FRAUD SOLUTION PERFORMANCE
OPTIMIZATION HEALTH CHECK
Optimize the detection performance of your fraud solution.
Actimize fraud experts help your technology investments
to render maximum value. Using a range of techniques
including statistical analysis, evaluation of client records, data
validation, and comparison to industry benchmarks, a health
check provides actionable insight into the real efficiency
of your existing solutions and operations, generating
recommendations to improve them.

MODEL GOVERNANCE AND VALIDATION
Financial Institutions have regulatory and business drivers to
verify the performance of their risk models and check for their
degradation over time. Actimize consulting services provides
strategic review and guidance on Fraud Model Governance,
and has the technical and data analysis expertise to help you
implementing model validation programs.

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW
HEALTH CHECK
Identify system performance degradation and hardware and
software bottlenecks on your existing Actimize solutions,
therefore ensuring business performance is not impacted
by technical issues derived from your organization’s growth
or changing information systems environment.

CASE STUDY
MID-TIER US BANK USES ACTIMIZE CONSULTING SERVICES HEALTH CHECK TO OPTIMIZE
FRAUD DETECTION PERFORMANCE
Challenge

Solution

Results

Wanted to enhance performance
of Remote Banking, Commercial
Banking & Employee Fraud Solutions

1-week onsite consulting
engagement to identify/review pain
points & performance issues

Identified 100+ areas of
improvements and system
enhancements

Lack of operational best practices

Educated client on how KI’s/
analytics work; how to conduct
a missed fraud analysis process;
how to set-up a rules lifecycle
management process

50% reduction in number of nonrich work items, achieving higher
quality hit-rates with fewer falsepositives

Limited insight into how both the
solution and its Key Indicators
(KIs) work or their impact on fraud
detection and prevention, customer
experience, and operational costs

Deep-dive review on existing policy
rules to validate alignment with
business goals

Enhanced fraud feedback loop and
improved customer experience
by emphasizing importance and
increasing accuracy in fraud
tagging

NICE Actimize Fraud Consulting
Services support financial
organizations to optimize their fraud
prevention environments to cut fraud
losses, reduce operational costs and
improve overall customer experience.

WHY NICE ACTIMIZE
Extensive consulting
experience in prevention
and management of
payment fraud and
financial crime
Comprehensive domain
expertise in channel
and payment fraud
prevention
Enterprise fraud
management platform
and services, protecting
the full payment lifecycle
Holistic approach with
proven fraud-specific
models and client
authored analytics

ABOUT NICE ACTIMIZE

INFO@NICEACTIMIZE.COM
WWW.NICEACTIMIZE.COM

NICE Actimize is the largest and broadest provider of financial crime, risk and
compliance solutions for regional and global financial institutions, as well as
government regulators. Consistently ranked as number one in the space, NICE
Actimize experts apply innovative technology to protect institutions and safeguard
consumers and investors assets by identifying financial crime, preventing fraud and
providing regulatory compliance. The company provides real-time, cross-channel
fraud prevention, anti-money laundering detection, and trading surveillance solutions
that address such concerns as payment fraud, cybercrime, sanctions monitoring,
market abuse, customer due diligence and insider trading.
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